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Varikon Dassanayake Barua (2009) DVCK6 Â·. The present invention
relates to a toy, particularly to a novel game assembly or ring. The

game assembly or ring will create an exciting and fascinating
competition between all of the various participants in the game. The

game assembly or ring includes a plurality of specially designed
rings or segments which are specifically provided to be worn on the
hand of the participants, and their respective playing directions or
positions are determined by a playing game. Each of the special

rings is specifically designed to fit and comfortably sit on the hand of
each participant with the fingers and thumb of the particular

participant, and at the same time at least one finger of the ring has
the ability to be moved or slid on the hand by the competitor or any

other player and such movement enables the various degrees of
forces to be applied to the ring by the various participants. The

game assembly or ring is specifically designed to include a plurality
of segments or rings, each of which having different sizes so that the

participant can, if he desires to, easily remove one or more of the
rings from his hand, and place the smaller rings on his hand to fit the
other players. The smaller rings include a ring which is better suited
to be worn by younger players, a ring which is better suited for older

players, and a ring which is better suited for children to wear. As
each player uses his hand to try to hold or squeeze the rings on the

hand of other players, the hand of the player when he holds the
rings will experience forces due to the forces applied by the other
players. The particular forces and positions are determined by the

specific design of each of the rings and the skill of each participant.
As a player removes one or more rings from his hand, a new

segment of the ring is ready for use by the player who can place the
rings back on his hand. Due to the manner in which the rings can be
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placed on the participant's hand and the ability of the ring to be
moved by the participant's finger, the forces which are applied to

the rings by the players and particularly by those who are the best
players will be of a higher order and the game assembly or ring will
be able to generate forces much higher and more dangerous and

exciting than would have been possible by the players who were not
wearing rings. It is, therefore, a principal object of the present

invention to provide e79caf774b
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the 2010 show/movie. There was a show called dime a dozen that I can never remember the name
of. A: Google has all the code in subdirectories in you can use the command to search the files Q:

Python Pickling "Python.pickle.PicklingError: can't pickle __main__.Hello" I'm trying to pickle a class
for use in a server socket. I haven't come across any other examples of pickling a class anywhere.
I've used "load_txt" to transfer objects from a server to a client and it works fine, but the problem

comes when using my other classes. Server Code: import os import socket import pickle class
HelloWorld: def __init__(self, remote_ip, remote_port): self.remote_ip = remote_ip self.remote_port

= remote_port self.sock = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM)
self.sock.connect(('127.0.0.1', remote_port)) def send_msg(self, msg):

self.sock.sendall(pickle.dumps(msg, pickle.HIGHEST_PROTOCOL)) def send_result(self, msg):
pickle.loads(self.sock.recv(1024).decode("utf-8")) class Server(object): def __init__(self, ip): self.
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